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Abstract 
Hashiguchi, K., Recognizable closures and submonoids of free partially commutative monoids, 
Theoretical Computer Science 86 (1991) 233-241. 
The main result of this paper is the presentation of two sufficient conditions for the closure [X] 
of X and the closure [X*] of X*, respectively, in any free partially commutative monoid for any 
regular language X, to be recognizable. Several previously obtained sufficient conditions for [X] 
to be recognizable can be seen to imply one of those two conditions. 
1. Introduction 
Let 2 be a finite nonempty alphabet and 0 be a irreflexive, symmetric binary 
relation over 2. Let = B (or simply = when no confusion arises) denote the congruence 
relation over 2* generated by all pairs (ab, ba) for (a, b) E 0. We denote by M(C, 0) 
the quotient of 2” by the congruence =*. M(Z, 13) is the free partially commutative 
monoid generated by 1 w.r.t. 8. For any Lc E*, [L] is the closure of L (under Ed) 
and [L]={uE~*[u=u for some UE L}. We note that [L] can be regarded as a 
subset of M(Z, O), and a subset K of any monoid A4 is recognizable if there exists 
a finite monoid M’ and a morphism (Y : M + M' such that CC’(Y( K) = K. Let Xc 1” 
be a regular language. This paper will introduce the notion of finite block-testability 
for [Xl, the notion of finite decomposability for [X*], and prove that (1) the finite 
block-testability is sufficient for [X] to be recognizable, or equivalently for [X] to 
* Part of this work was done while the author was visiting L.I.T.P., Universitt Pierre et Marie Curie 
in 1988. 
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be regular, and (2) the finite block-testability of [X] and the finite decomposability 
of [X*] are sufficient for [X*] to be recognizable. 
This paper consists of five sections. Section 2 will present preliminaries. Section 
3 will present main results of this paper. Section 4 will prove that three previously 
obtained sufficient conditions for [X] to be recognizable imply the finite block- 
testability. Section 5 will prove that two previously obtained sufficient conditions 
for [X*] to be recognizable imply the finite decomposability, where X is finite. 
Four other results are also derived in Section 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout the rest of this paper, let 1, 8, sg (or simply -) M(E’, 13) and [L] 
for LC 2” be as in Section 1, and let X c I* be a regular language. 
Notation. A is the null word. 0 is the empty set. For any w E Z*, ,!?( w) is the length 
of w, and Z(w) is the set of symbols in .E which appear in w. For any set A, #A 
is the cardinality of A. For any w E 2” and Lc Z”, w-‘L is the set of words ~1 such 
that WV E L. r denotes the binary relation over Z* such that for any U, v E Z*, u r v 
iff for any (a, b)EE(u)XZ(v), (a, b)E I!?. 
Definition 2.1. For any x, w E Z*, DB(X, x, w) is the set of tuples (po, . . , pn, 
qo,...r q,,) for which (l)-(5) hold: 
(1) nao; 
(2) po, qnEz‘* and~~,...,p,, qO,...,qn-lEz‘f; 
(3) x=po. ..p,,and w=qq,...q,; 
(4) P040P191 . . . Pn4n E X; 
(5) Pit1 . . .pnTqi for all OGi<n-1. 
Forany ~=(P~,...,P,,, qo,..., q,,) E DB(X, x, w), DBN(t) is n, and 
DBN(X, x, w) = min{cc, DBN( t) ( t E DB(X, x, w)}, 
where co is the symbol for infinity. 
Definition 2.2. Let k>O. (1) XE 2* is said to be k-block-testable (w.r.t. X) if for 
any w E 2” with xw E [Xl, DBN(X, x, w) s k. 
(2) [X] is said to be k-block-testable (w.r.t. X) if every x E 2” is k-block-testable 
(w.r.t. X). 
Definition 2.3. [X] is finitely block-testable (w.r.t. X) if it is k-block-testable (w.r.t. 
X) for some k>O. 
Definition 2.4. For any x, w E I*, D(X*, x, w) is the set of tuples (p, , . . . , p,,, 
41,...r q,,) for which (l)-(3) hold. 
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(1) n?O; 
(2) pi, qi E Z+ and piqi E [X] for all 1 s i 4 n; 
(3) There exist rr,. . . , r,,,,, s,, . . . , s,+~ E [X*] such that the following holds: 
(3.1) x=r,p, . . . r,p,r,+, and w = slql . . . w,,s,+~ ; 
(3.2) w,+, . . . r,,p,r,,+, Ts, and r,+,p,+, . . . r,p,r,+, rqi for all 1 G i G n. 
Here if n =O, then (p,, . . . . ,p,,, q,, . . , q,,)= (A, A). For t = (p,, . . . ,pn, 
41,..., q,,) E D(X*, x, w), DN(t) denotes n and 
DN(X*, x, w) = min{m, DN( t) 1 t E D(X*, x, w)}. 
DD(X*, x, w) is the set of twles (r,, pI, . . . , r,, pn, r,+l, sI, a,. . . , s,, qn, s,+d 
which satisfy the above conditions. 
Definition 2.5. Let k 2 0. 
(1) x E 2:” is said to be k-decomposable (w.r.t. [Xl) if for any w E 2:” with 
xw E [X*], DN(X*, x, w) s k. 
(2) [X*] is said to be k-decomposable if every x E 2” is k-decomposable. 
Definition 2.6. [X*] is finitely decomposable if it is k-decomposable for some k 2 0. 
The following proposition is due to Cori and Perrin (1985): 
Proposition 2.7. For any x, y, z, f E E”, xy = zt iflfor some p, q, u, v E E*, x = pq, 
y= uv, z=pu, t= qv and qTu. 
3. Main results 
We shall first note the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. For any u, v E .E*, uv E [X] if DB(X, u, u) # @. 
Proof. Sufficiency is clear. Necessity. The proof is by introduction on &uu). When 
e( uu) = 0, 1, the assertions are clear. Now let e( uv) > 1. When u = A or u = A, the 
assertions are also trivial. Let u f A and u f A. Assume that uv E [Xl. Then there 
exist a E E and y E E+ such that uv = uy and ay E X. By Proposition 2.7, there exist 
c, d, e, f~ 2” such that u = cd, u = ef; a = ce, y = df and d l-e. Since a(y) < /Y(uv), 
we can apply the inductive hypothesis to (U-IX, d,f). Thus there exist n 2 0 and 
(PO,. . . tPn9 40,. . ., q,,) E DB( a-‘X, d,f). We consider two cases. 
Case 1: c=A. Then e=a. 
Case 1.1: po=A. Then (A,p ,,.. . , in, wo, 91,. . . , qn) E DB(X u, v). 
Case 1.2: p. # A. Then (A, po, . . . . , pn, a, qo, . . . ., q,,) E DB(X, u, v). 
Case 2: e=A. Then ~=a, and (up,,p ,,..., pn, q. ,..., q,,)EDB(X,u,v). 0 
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Theorem 3.2. If [X] isJinitely block-testable, then it is recognizable. 
Proof. Assume that [X] is k-block-testable for k 2 0. Let JU be the syntactic monoid 
of X and LY : 2” + JR be the corresponding canonical morphism. Then for U, v E Z*, 
cr(u)=a(v) iff (foreveryx,zEZ*,xrrzEXiffxUzEX). 
Foranyx~~*,wedefineB(x)asthesetoftuples(cy(p,),~(p,),...,cu(p,),~(p,), 
a(%), 2(4”), . . . , n(4n), ~(%I)) such that risk, and for some WEZ;“, (pO,. . . ,p,,, 
qo,..., qn) E DB(X, x, WI. 
Claim 3.3. The set {B(x) 1 x E E*} is jinite. 
Claim 3.4. For any x, YE 2*, ifB(x) = B(y), then x-‘[X ] = y-‘[X I. 
Proof. Assume that B(x) = B(y). We shall prove that x-‘[X]c y-‘[Xl. (By sym- 
metry, y-‘[Xl c x-’ [X] follows). Consider any w E x-‘[Xl. There exists ( po, . . . ,pn, 
40, ‘. ., a,) E DB(X x, ~1 such that n c k. Then (I, X(po), . . . , Q(P,), X(P,>, 
a(qo), X(40), . . . 3 a(q,), E(q,)) E B(x) = B(y). Thus there exist W’E y-‘[Xl and 
(PA,. . . ,pL, 4,. . , qi,) E DWX, y, ~‘1 such that a(~:) = a(~,), E(P:) = Z(P,), 
Ly(q:)=cy(qi) and t;(q:)=I(qi) for all Oci~n. Then we have 
yw = p:40 . . . PL%? and pbqo. . pkq,, E X. 
Thus yw E [X] and w E y-‘[Xl. 0 
From Claims 3.3, 3.4 it follows that {x-‘[XII x E 2*} is finite. This implies the 
recognizability of [Xl. q 
Next we study conditions for [X*] to be recognizable when X is regular. The 
following proposition is closely related to results in Cori and Perrin [3] and 
Ochmanski [9]. 
Proposition 3.5. For any u, ZI E Z*, uu E [X*] $0(X*, u, v) # 0. 
Proof. Sufficiency is clear. Necessity. Assume that UZI E [X*]. Let k be the least 
integer such that UUE [Xk]. The proof is by induction on k. When k =O, 1, the 
assertions are clear. Let k> 1. Then there exist XE[X] and ~E[X~-‘] such that 
uv = xy. By Proposition 2.1, there exist c, d, e, f E E* such that u = cd, v = ef, x E ce, 
y = df and d Te. By induction, there exist n 3 0, and (r, , p,, . . . , r,,, p,,, r,,+, , s,, 
41,. . ., %I, q,,, s,,,) E DD(X*, d,f). Moreover, ce E [Xl. We consider three cases. 
Case 1: c = A. Then 
(rl,~,,...,m,~n,~n+l,esl,ql,...,~,,q,,s,+,)~DD(X”,~,v). 
Case 2: e = A. Then 
(cr,, PI,. . . , r,, P,,, rnil, sl, ql,. . , s,, a,, s,+,) E DWX”, u, ~1. 
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Case 3: c, e Z h. Then (A, c, rI, pl, . . . , r,, P,,, r,+l, 4 e, xl, ql, . . . , s,, qn, s,+,) E 
DD(X*, U, v). 0 
Theorem 3.6. If [X] is jinitely k-block-testable and [X*] is finitely decomposable, 
then [X*] is recognizable. 
Proof. Assume that [X] is k-block-testable, and [X*] is m-decomposable for k, 
m 3 0. We shall prove that [X*] is (k + 1) * m-block-testable w.r.t. X”. Consider 
any x, w E Et with xw E [X*]. There exists (r, , pl,. . . , r,,, pm,, rm,+l, sl, qi , . . . , s,,, 
4rn~, sm.+,) E DD(X*, x, w) such that m’s m. Consider any p,qz, 1 d is m’. Since [X] 
is k-block-testable, there exists (P,“, piI, . . . , Pi<, qto, qii,. . . q,<) E DB(X, p,, q,) such 
that cd k. Now it is easy to see that DBN(X*, x, w) c (k+ 1) . m. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Zf X is jnite and [X*] is finitely decomposable, then [X”] is 
recognizable. 
Theorem 3.8. For any jinite language X c E”, [X*] is jinitely block-testable ifl it is 
finitely decomposable. 
Proof. Necessity. Assume that [X*] is k-block-testable w.r.t. X* for some kz0. 
Consider any x, w E Zt with xw E [X*]. There exists (pO,. . . , pm, qO, . . . , qm) E 
DB(X*, x, w) for some m s k. Then there exists x,, . . . , xd E X such that d 2 1 and 
Po90. . .pmqm=xr... xd. Then for each 0 < is m, one of the following holds: 
(1) For some lsjcd and Uio, ui,E~*, x~=u;~~~u~,; 
(2) For some lsj,sj,sd and Uio, u;~EZ*, qi=U,oXj,,Xj,+, . . .x~,u,,. From these 
observations, we can see that DN(X*, x, w) c 2 * (m + 1) c 2 . (k + 1). Thus [X”] is 
2 * (k+ I)-decomposable. Sufficiency. Assume that [X*] is k-decomposable for some 
k 3 0. Consider any x, w E I+ with xw E [X*1. There exists (r,, p,, . . . ., r,, pn, r,,, , 
SI, 91,. . . 3 sn, &+I )E DD(X*, x, w) such that n = DN(X*, x, w) s k. Now we put 
m = max{ /( x) ) x E X}. Then for each 1 d is n, e( piqi) G m. From these observations, 
we can see that DBN(X*, x, w) s rn. n G m . k. Thus [X*] is m . k-block-testable 
w.r.t. X*. q 
4. Recognizable closures and submonoids 
Three previously obtained sufficient conditions for recognizability can be seen to 
imply the finite block-testability. 
Definition 4.1. Any h E Z* is an interative factor (of X) if there exist u, IJ E _Z* such 
that uh*u c X. 
Definition 4.2. For any x E .E*, G(Z(x), 8) is the finite undirected graph whose set 
of vertices is Z(x) and whose set of edges consists of all {a, b} such that a, b E E(x) 
and (a, b)r;r 0. 
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Lemma 4.3. Assume that p,, . . . ,p,,, q,, . . . , q,, E 2;’ and n 2 2”-I, where 
m = #Z(p, . . . Pn)+#~(%. . . %I). 
Then there exist i, j, k such that 1 s i <j 5 k s n and 
(C(P,...Pj-,),~(q,...qj-,))=(~(pj...Pk),~(45...qk)). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on m. When m = 2, the assertion is clear. Let m > 2. 
If 
#E(p, . ..pr)+#2.(q, . ..q.)Cm-1, 
then the assertion follows by induction, where r = 2”-2. Assume the contrary. If 
#~(Pr+, . ..p,)+#~(qr+,..qn)=m, 
then we can put i = 1, j = r + 1 and k = n. Otherwise 
#Z(~,+~...p,)+#C(q,+~...q,)~m-l, 
and the assertion follows by induction. q 
From Theorem 3.2, Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 4.3, one can derive the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.4 (Metivier [7]). Assume that for each iterative factor h of X, the graph 
G(I(h), #) is connected. Then [X] is recognizable. 
Proof. Assume that the conditions hold. Let d = (EC, Q, 6, {s}, F) be the reduced 
automaton accepting X, where Q is the set of states, 6 is the transition function 
6: Q x I-+ Q, s E Q is the initial state, and F c Q is the set of final states. We shall 
prove that [X] is k-block-testable, where k = #Q. 2”‘-’ and m =2 * #E. Assume 
the contrary then there exist x, w E Z+ and ( pO, . . . , p,,, qo, . . . , q,,) E DB(X, X, W) 
such that n > k. Let roe, rOl, rIo, rlI, . . . , r,,,,, r,,], r,,+lO E Q be such that roe = s, r,,+lo E 
F, ri,=6(rio,pi) and rit10=6(rl,,qi) for all O~icn. Since n> k, there exist i,, 
12,..*, ih such that b = 2 “‘~‘+1,0~i,<i2<~~~<ih~n-1andri,0=ri10=*~~=r,h0. 
By Lemma 4.3, there exist c, d, e such that O- <c<d~e~b, and (E(u),JZ(u))= 
(x(t), I(z)), where 
24 = pi,+1 PI,+2 . . . PI,,, v=q,,qzc+,...q,,,-i, 
f=pI,,+lPi~+2...Pi,.+I, z = 4&i,, + 1 . . . a,. . 
Then we have the following: 
either a = b or (a, b) E 8. 
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Clearly #Z(uu) 2 2. Moreover, uu is an iterative factor of X. By the hypothesis, 
G(C(uv), &) is connected. This is a contradiction to (*). q 
From Theorem 3.2, the following two theorems can be derived. In the rest of this 
section K[X] is the cardinality of the set, {(I(p), I(q))lp, qEE+,pqE[X] and 
Z(p)nC(q)=@]. 
Theorem 4.5 (Cori and Perrin [3]). Assume that for euery x E X and a, b E Z(x), 
either a = b or (a, b) YZ 0. Then [X*] is recognizable. 
Proof. Assume the conditions hold. Then [X] = X and [X] is O-block-testable. By 
Theorem 3.6, it will suffice to show that [X*] is K[X]-decomposable. Assume the 
contrary. Then there exist x, w E I+ and (p,, . . . , pn, q,, . . . , q,,) E D(X*, x, w) such 
that n>K[X]. Clearly TS(q,)nE(p,+,...p,)=O for all IsiGn-1. Since n> 
K[X], there exist i, j such that 1 G i<jc u and (I(Pi), z(q,)) =(x(p,), z(q,)). 
Then we have that for for any (a, b) E .Z(p,) n 2(qi), (a, b) E 0, which is a contradic- 
tion to the hypothesis. 0 
Theorem 4.6 (Metivier [8]). Assume that [X] = X and for any x E X, the graph 
G(E (x), 6) is connected. Then [X”] is recognizable. 
Proof. [X] is O-block-testable. By Theorem 3.6, it will suffice to show that [X*] is 
K[X]-decomposable. As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we can derive a contradiction 
by assuming the contrary. q 
5. Recognizable [X*1 with X finite 
Throughout this section, Xc 2 * is finite. Two previously obtained sufficient 
conditions for [X”] to be recognizable can be seen to imply the finite decomposa- 
bility. Four other results are also derived in this section. In the sequel, let I[X] be 
the cardinality of the set {(p, q) E 1’ x I+[ pq E [Xl}. 
Theorem 5.1 (Fit and Roucairol [5]). Assume that for any x E X and any (a, 6) E 8, 
#{a, 6) n C(x) < 1. Then [X*] is recognizable. 
Proof. Assume the condition holds. We shall prove that [X*] is I[X]-decompos- 
able. Assume the contrary. Then there exist n > Z[X], x, w E E+ and (r, , p, , . . , r,, 
P~,~~+~,s~,~~,...,s~, qn, %+I) E DD(X*, x, w) with xw E [x*1 and n= 
DN(X*, x, w). Since n > I[X], there exist i, j, 1 ~i<j~n,suchthat(p,,q,)=(p,,q,). 
Clearly E(p,) n E(qi) = C(p,) n C(q,) = 0. From (3.2) in Definition 2.4, we have 
q, I’p,, which is a contradiction. q 
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Theorem 5.2 (Cori and Metivier [2]). Assume that G(J5, t?) is connected, andfor any 
x E X, Z;(x) = 2. Then [X*] is recognizable. 
Proof. By assuming the conditions, we shall prove that [X*] is I[X]-decomposable. 
Assume the contrary. Then there exist n > Z[X], x, w E E* and (r,, p,, . . . , r,, pn, 
r n+l, Sl, 91,. f ., %, qn, sn+1 ) E DD(X*, x, w) as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Since 
G(Z;, #) is connected, we can see easily that for any 1 s i s n, there exists (a, 6) E 
Z( pi) x Z( q;) such that a # 6 and (a, 6) sf 8. Then as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, 
we can derive a contradiction. q 
Theorem 5.3. Let X = {w}. Then the following three conditions are equivalent. 
(1) [X*] is recognizable. 
(2) [X*] is Z[X]-decomposable. 
(3) There do not exist p, q E E+ such that pq - w and p rq. 
Proof. (2)*( 1) follows from Corollary 3.7. 
(3)3(2). Assume that (2) does not hold. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we can 
prove that (3) does not hold. 
(l)+(3). Assume that there exist p, q E E+ such that pq = w and p rq. Then 
[w*] n (p*q*) = { pkqk 1 k 2 0). Thus [w*] is not recognizable. 0 
Theorem 5.4. Assume that there exist p, q E 1:’ such that pq E [Xl, p rq, and either 
forunyx~X,~(~)-~(p)#~orelseforunyxEX,~(x)-~(q)#(a. Then [X*] is 
not recognizable. 
Proof. Assume that there exist p, q E Zt which satisfy the above conditions, and 
assume that [X*] is recognizable. We shall derive a contradiction. 
We consider the case where for any x E X, E(x) - _E (p) # 0, the other case is 
symmetric. Let JQ be the syntactic monoid of [X*] and a : 2” + Ad be the correspond- 
ing canonical morphism. Then there exists i 3 1 such that a( p’) = a( p”). This 
implies that (pi)*piqi c [X*], which is a contradiction since p’w E [X*] implies that 
i?(W)3 
4P') 
max{e(x)IxEX} 
foranyjz1andwE-Z”. q 
Theorem 5.5. Assume that for any x, y E [Xl, either 
E(x)=Z(y) or (Z(x)-_(y)#@ andI(E(x)#e)). 
Then the following four conditions are equivalent: 
(1) [X”] is recognizable. 
(2) For any x E X, [x*1 is recognizable. 
(3) There do not exist p, q E 2’ such that pq E [X] and p rq. 
(4) [X*] is Z[X]-decomposable. 
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Proof. (4)+(l) follows from Corollary 3.7. (3)+(4) follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. (2)+(3) follows from Theorem 5.3. Now it will suffice to prove 
(l)+(2). Assume that for some a E X, [x*1 is not recognizable. Then by Theorem 
5.3, there exist p, q E 2’ such that pq = x and p rq. From Theorem 5.4, [X*] is not 
recognizable. 0 
The following theorem can be also easily derived from results in Metivier [8]. 
Theorem 5.6. If for any x E X, [x*1 is recognizable, then [X”] is recognizable. 
Proof. Assume that for any x E X, [x*1 is recognizable. By assuming [X”] is not 
I[X]-decomposable, we can derive a contradiction to Theorem 5.3 as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.1. 0 
Remark. The following questions remain open: 
(1) Is the finite block-testability equivalent to the recognizability of [Xl? 
(2) Is the finite decomposability equivalent to the recognizability of [X*] when 
X is finite? 
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